
Partition and individuation in Germanic 
 
The DP (mid section) functional structure 

− Diachronic development 
− Synchronic variation  
− Focus on indefinite article—different meanings 
− How to fit all the semantic and lexical stuff into the DP 

Assume parallels between clause and nominal 
 
Individuation: definite article + count noun 

1. A book 
 
Partition: measure noun or adjective + plural count noun or mass noun 

2. A bag of books (pseudopartitive) 
3. A red book (pseudopartitive) 
4. A bag of flour (pseudopartitive) 
5. A bag of my books (true partitive) 

 
Indefinite article (and the readings it gives in various languages) 
Bavarian and some dialects of Alemannic (ALM A) 
Indefinite article and mass noun: 
 

6. I brauch a geld  (pseudopartitive) 
I need a cash 
I need money 

 
Standard German ALM B (and Standard English) 
So/such-a-mass noun 
 

7. So ein Mehl/ so ein Wein 
Such a flour/such a wine  (= sub-kind; a flour/wine like that) 
 

8. Ich hätt  gern mol  wieder  en Fisch  zum Mittagesse  
I had  prt prt again  a fish  for lunch  
 
ALM A =some fish 
ALM B=a whole fish 
 

Other issues with the indefinite article: 
A Optional position with an adjective  (St. German) 
 (ein) so guter Wein  (A such good wine) 
 * ein so Wein  (*A such wine) 
 so ein guter Wein  (such a good wine) 
 so ein Wein   (such a wine) 



inverted construction (English) 
 so nice a girl 
 a girl so nice 
 
B. Specificity: 

 
I want to buy a mystery novel (ambiguous) 
 

C. Doubling 
 
(1)  NSw.  En stor en ful en  kar     
   a big a ugly a guy   (= 'a big, ugly guy') (Northern Swedish, Delsing 

1993:143) 
 
(2)  SGe.  Ä ganz ä schönä Baum      
   a totally a beautiful tree    (= 'a totally beautiful tree ') 

(Swiss German, Leu 2001:63) 
 
(3)  Ba.  A so a großa Bua      
   a so a big boy    (= 'such a big boy') 

(Bavarian, Kallulli & Rothmayr 2008:97, (2a)) 
 
(4)  En.  I had a such a gurry on me as if I hadn't eaten nothink of a fortnit. 

(OED online, December 2012. Dictionary entry gurry,  
1881 S. Evans Evans's Leicestershire Words. Cited in Wood 2002:109) 

 
(5)  Da.  Men detektivarbejdet har været en så stor en succes, at ...  
   But detective-work-

the 
has been a so big a success that ... (KorpusDK) 

 
(6)  NNor.  Æ hadde ei svart ei  bok. 

   I had a black a book. 
   ‘I had a black book.’ 
   (Northern Norwegian, Garbacz 2014:48) 

(7)  En.  He had a such a legendary police career that Hollywood modeled a hard-
boiled TV character after him.  

    (COCA, News, Associated Press, 2002) 
(8)  En.  There was no foreseeable possibility of a 

such a scheme. 
    (BNC, News, Guardian,1989) 

(9)  En.  It's a still a very difficult situation. There are many challenges we have to 
overcome. 

  (COCA, PBS Newshour 2012, speaker is David Cameron) 


